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Introducing MudboxSybex, 2010

	One of the first books on Autodesk's new Mudbox 3D modeling and sculpting tool!


	Autodesk's Mudbox was used to create photorealistic creatures for The Dark Knight, The Mist, and others films. Now you can join the crowd interested in learning this exciting new digital modeling and sculpting tool with this...
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Taking Your iPad to the Max, iOS 5 Edition: Maximize iCloud, Newsstand, Reminders, FaceTime, and iMessageApress, 2011

	Taking Your iPad to the Max, iOS 5 Edition is written so that anyone can quickly get up to speed on Apple’s latest hit. As bloggers at The Unofficial Apple Weblog (TUAW.com), the authors have the happy privilege of working with Apple products every day, and they'll guide you through all of the perks of being an iPad owner...
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Character Animation Fundamentals: Developing Skills for 2D and 3D Character AnimationFocal Press, 2011

	Expand your animation toolkit and remain competitive in the industry with this leading resource for 2D and 3D character animation techniques. Apply the industry's best practices to your own workflows and develop 2D, 3D and hybrid characters with ease. With side by side comparisons of 2D and 3D character design, improve your character...
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The Physical Tourist: A Science Guide for the TravelerBirkhauser, 2008
Typical travel guides have sections on architecture, art, literature, music and cinema. Rarely are any science-related sites identified. For example, a current travel guide for Germany contains one tidbit on science: Einstein is identified as the most famous citizen of Ulm. By contrast, this travel guide walks a tourist through Berlin and...
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Analyzing Business Data with ExcelO'Reilly, 2006
As one of the most widely used desktop applications ever created, Excel is familiar to just about everyone with a computer and a keyboard.  Yet most of us don't know the full extent of what Excel can do, mostly because of its recent growth in power, versatility, and complexity.  The truth is that there are many ways Excel can...
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Fixing Access Annoyances : How to Fix the Most Annoying Things About Your Favorite DatabaseO'Reilly, 2006
When an application is part of the Microsoft Office suite, it's sure to be a leader in its field. In the realm of desktop database management, Access is top dog with millions of users. But this is one dog that can bite. Although Access is a powerful, relational tool with the fetching talents of a Labrador, it's not an easy beast...
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3ds max 6 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Whenever I withdrew to the computer room, my wife would say that I was off to my “fun and games.” I would flatly deny this accusation, saying that it was serious work that I was involved in. But later, when I emerged with a twinkle in my eye and excitedly asked her to take a look at my latest rendering, I knew that she was right....
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Functional Python Programming: Discover the power of functional programming, generator functions, lazy evaluation, the built-in itertools library, and monads, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional programming in Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on expressiveness, clarity, and performance
	
			Get familiar with complex concepts such as monads,...
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Digital Design with CPLD Applications and VHDLThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Ideal for a first course in digital electronics, yet comprehensive enough for use by students at the senior design project level and EET professionals, Digital Design with CPLD Applications and VHDL uses programmable logic as the primary vehicle for instructing readers in the principles of digital design. More specifically, emphasis is on Complex...
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Anime Studio: The Official GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Discover all of the unique capabilities of Anime Studio, a 2D animation software program with some amazing advanced features such as the ability to move the camera in 3D, a bone-based rigging system for manipulating 2D images and vectors, particle systems, dynamic bones, and the ability to import and view 3D models with textures. "Anime...
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Hardcoregaming101.net Presents: The Guide to Classic Graphic AdventuresCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	In 1984, Roberta Williams of Sierra On-Line designed King's Quest, the world's first graphic adventure. A huge step beyond the text-oriented games that preceded it, the genre took the world by storm, and proved immensely popular with computers over the next decade. A combination of storytelling and puzzle solving, they provided the...
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OpenGL Game Development (Wordware Applications Library)Wordware Publishing, 2005
Describes step-by-step everything the OpenGL developers needs to know about windows programming and OpenGL including how use multi-texturing.

OpenGL is the industry standard for 3D graphics. The SDK has been used in
many leading applications, games, CAD, and military and medical simulations
over the past eight years. In OpenGL...
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